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With the well-documented loss of confidence in the building industry, iCIRT ratings can 
help our valued clients position themselves as trustworthy and reliable contractors and 
developers.  
 

Construction Legal provides specialist advice and detailed assistance with the supporting documents required for 
the iCIRT assessment process. 

At Construction Legal, we have been collaborating with Equifax to guide and support their introduction of the 
independent construction industry star rating tool (iCIRT).  

The iCIRT rating helps identify builders and developers with a proven track record and is an opportunity for those 
involved in the building industry to prove they can deliver safe, reliable, and compliant building outcomes.  

We have assisted many clients with understanding the key factors involved in the iCIRT assessment process, and how 
to put their best foot forward with submissions to obtain their iCIRT “star” rating.  

Collaboration with Equifax (the issuer of iCIRT) 
 

Construction Legal has been nominated by Equifax (the issuer of iCIRT) to give specialist legal advice and assistance 
with the supporting documents required for the iCIRT assessment process. Given that our team has provided extensive 
guidance and support to Equifax`s implementation of the iCIRT program, we are well-equipped to guide and review 
the entire process for iCIRT applications to ensure that submissions and supporting documentation are properly 
prepared.  

Read what Equifax (iCIRT’s creator) say about Construction Legal on this Linkedin post and on Equifax’s website. 

 

Ministerial Advisory Panel on NSW Building Reform 
 

Our principal solicitor, Jessica Rippon, was appointed as a member of the NSW Ministerial Advisory Panel on NSW 
Building Reform and has worked tirelessly to enhance consumer protection relating to the construction of residential 
buildings in NSW, including collaborating with Equifax on the iCIRT program, and the implementation of Decennial 
Liability Insurance.  

Jessica’s in-depth knowledge and experience in this area of building reform has enabled the team at Construction 
Legal to become experts at addressing any gaps and risks in our clients’ applications. 

Read what the NSW Building Commissioner says about Construction Legal via this Linkedin post. 
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Process of iCIRT Star Rating Application 

With our vast experience with the iCIRT program, we can ease you through the rigorous iCIRT application process and 
assessment criteria. Below is a snapshot of the iCIRT process, which our team will be pleased to guide you through. 

Support for builders and developers through the iCIRT process 
Construction Legal can help unpack in detail the process of applying for an iCIRT rating and help builders and 
developers gain as many “stars” as possible.  

We have created our own proprietary “Key Attributes Toolkit” to supplement every iCIRT application which focuses 
on the key assessment attributes of the iCIRT rating process. 

The below table outlines our three packages on offer to help get you the best iCIRT rating possible. 

Simply choose the level of support that suits your requirements. 

For further information, including fixed pricing for the above options, contact the team at Construction Legal on 
1300 543 910 or jrippon@constructionlegal.com.au 
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